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Chapter I
A. Answer the following questions.  

1. What was Alice doing with her sister on the riverbank?
2. Who ran past Alice?
3. When Alice followed the rabbit, where did she go?
4. Why did Alice start to feel sad in the long hallway?
5. What was the little table made of?
6. What was on the table?
7. When Alice opened the small door, what did she see?
8. Why couldn’t Alice go through the door?
9. What did Alice find on the table the next time she looked?
10. How did she become small enough to walk through the door and into the 
garden?

B. Say whether the following statements are true of false.

True False

1. Alice enjoyed listening to her sister read.

2. The white rabbit was in a hurry.

3. Alice followed the rabbit down a rabbit-hole.

4. Alice fell very quickly down the hole.

5. Alice found a hallway with many doors.

6. All of the doors were locked.

7. Alice found a small key on the floor.

8. She opened a tiny door with the key.

9. Through the door she saw a garden.

10. When she drank from the bottle she became taller.
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E. What prepositions are missing from these sentences?

in           by           to           after           of           behind           
through           into           down           of

1. Alice was listening .............. her sister read a book.  
2. The rabbit took a watch out ............. its pocket. 
3. Alice ran ............. the rabbit.
4. The rabbit was hurrying ............. the passage.  
5. Alice was alone ............. a long hall.  
6. The hall was lit up ............. lamps.  
7. The table was made ............. glass.  
8. ............. the curtain was a little door.  
9. The door led ............. a beautiful garden.  
10. Alice couldn’t go ............. the door because it was too small.

F. Complete the words in these sentences. 

beautiful           smaller           riverbank           flowers           hedge           
curtain           high           alone           golden           locked

1. Alice found a little, _ _ l _ _ _ key.  
2. Alice and her sister were sitting on a  _ _ v _ _ _ _ _ _.  
3. Alice saw a  _ _ _ _ t _ _ _ _ garden.  
4. All of the doors were _ o _ _ _ _.  
5. Alice became _ _ _ l _ _ _.  
6. The little door was behind a  _ _ _ t _ _ _.  
7. The rabbit-hole was under the  _e _ _ _.  
8. Alice was _ _ _ n _ in the hall.  
9. The door was about fifteen inches _ _ g _.  
10. The garden was full of beautiful _ _ o _ _ _ _.  
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C. Complete each sentence with a suitable word from the box.

curtain           garden           eyes           book           pocket           
wind           doors           glass           key           hall

1. Alice was listening to her sister read a ...………..... . 
2. A white rabbit with pink .............. ran past her.
3. The rabbit took a watch out of its .............. .
4. Alice ran as fast as the .............. .
5. Alice found herself alone in a long, low .............. .
6. The .............. were all locked.
7. The table was made of .............. .  
8. A small, golden .............. was on top of the table.
9. A little door was behind a .............. .  
10. Through the door was a beautiful .............. .  

D. Choose the best answer a, b, c, or d to complete each sentence.

1. Alice was sitting with her .............. .
a) mother b) friend c) rabbit d) sister
2. Alice and her sister were sitting next to a .............. .
a) house b) tree c) river d) school
3. Alice saw a .............. run past her.
a) dog b) person c) rabbit d) lizard
4. The rabbit took a watch out of its .............. . 
a) pocket b) bag c) hat d) suitcase
5. The rabbit had .............. eyes.
a) blue b) pink c) green d) black
6. In the long hall there were many .............. .
a) chairs b) people c) tables d) doors
7. The little table was made of solid .............. .
a) wood b) metal c) glass d) stone
8. If a door is locked, you need a ............... to open it.
a)book b) key c) watch d) bottle
9. When Alice drank from the little bottle she became .............. . 
a) smaller b) bigger c) older d) younger
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G. Match pairs of words that have opposite meanings.

late
bottom
nothing
pleasant
shrink

grow
everything
on time
top
unpleasant

H. Solve the crossword puzzle.
4

2

3
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2

3
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4
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Accros:

1 Alice and her sister were sitting on a ............... .

2 Alice fell  ............... the rabbit-hole.

3 It was a hot, summer ............... .

4 The white rabbit took a watch out of its ............... .

5 The door led into a ............... garden.

Down:

1 Alice followed the rabbit down the ............... past Alice.

2 The hot day made Alice feel very ............... .

3 ‘I will be ............... !’; said the rabbit.

4 All of the doors were ............... .

5 A white rabbit ............... past Alice.

I. Group the words in the box according to the given categories.

key           horse           table           cat           watch           sister           
book           mouse           mother           aunt           cousin           rabbit

Animals Family Objects

J. Choose the correct form of the verb as seen in the story. 

1. One summer afternoon, Alice .............. on a riverbank with her sister.
a) sits b) is sitting c) was sitting d) had been sitting
2. The hot day .............. her feel very sleepy. 
a) makes b) is making c) can make d) made
3. Alice.............. the rabbit down the rabbit-hole. 
a) followed b) following c) will follow d) follows
4. Alice .................... a rabbit with a pocket or a watch to take out of it.
a) never sees b) will never see c) had never seen  d) always saw
5. The doors  .............. all locked.  
a) were   b) are c) is  d) was
6. Alice .............. very slowly down the rabbit-hole.  
a) fall b) falls c) was falling d) fell
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Chapter 2
A. Answer the following questions. 

1. What was the White Rabbit looking for?  
2. Who did the White Rabbit think Alice was?
3. What did the White Rabbit tell Alice to do?
4. What did Alice find on a little table near the mirror?
5. What happened after Alice drank from the bottle?
6. Why wasn’t Alice able to leave the house?
7. What did the White Rabbit ask Bill, his gardener, to do?
8. What did Alice do to Bill as he came down the chimney?
9. What did the animals throw at the house, to get Alice out?
10. What happened when Alice ate a little cake?

B. Say whether the following statements are true or false.

True False

1. The White Rabbit couldn’t find his gloves.

2. The White Rabbit thought Alice was someone else.

3. The White Rabbit politely asked Alice to get him another 
pair of gloves.

4. In the room there were four pairs of gloves.

5. When Alice drank from the bottle, she became smaller.

6. Alice was very uncomfortable in the Rabbit’s room when 
she was large.

7. Bill wasn’t afraid of going into the house.

8. Bill went down the chimney.

9. Bill flew high up into the sky when Alice kicked him.

10. The animals threw little stones at Alice that turned into 
cakes.
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7. Suddenly Alice .............. a little table. 
a) found b) find c) has found d) was finding
8. Alice .............. the door. 
a) is opening b) had opened c) opens d) opened
9. Alice .............. the little key in her hand. 
a) was holding b) holds c) held d) can hold
10. Alice .............. now only ten inches high.  
a) were b) was c) is d) are

K. Choose the correct form

1. Her sister’s book had/didn’t have any pictures or conversations in it.
2. A white rabbit with pink eyes ran/runs past her.  
3. The rabbit will take/took a watch out of its pocket.  
4. Soon Alice began/is beginning to feel sleepy.  
5. There was/were a small table in the hall.  
6. All of the doors was/were locked.  
7. Alice tried/was trying the key in the lock.  
8. Alice opens/opened the door.  
9. Alice finds/found a little bottle on the table.  
10. The garden was/were full of bright flowers.  

L. Complete each sentence with the correct form of the words from the box.

hope          slow          curious          sleep           sad

1She was beginning to get very tired of listening, for the hot day made her 
feel very .............. .
2. Full of .............. Alice ran after the rabbit.  
3. Either the hole was very deep, or she fell very .............. for she had enough 
time as she fell to look around.  
4. Alice walked .............. down the middle of the hall, wondering how she 
wasgoing to get out again.  
5. Alice went back to the table, .............. she might find another key on it.
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10. There was the sound of a ............... against the outside wall.  
a) pebble b) monster c) ladder d) lizard

E. What prepositions are missing from these sentences?

at          off          on          into          after          for          in          of          to          down

1. Soon Alice was walking down a little path with flowers ............... either 
side.  
2. She looked up just ............... time to see the White Rabbit running along.  
3. Alice was so frightened that she ran ............... at once in the direction it 
pointed to.  
4. By this time she had found her way ............... a tidy little room.  
5. ‘I’m tired ............... being so small.’  
6. She quickly put ............... the bottle.  
7. ‘What is going to happen ............... me?’ she wondered.  
8. Luckily ............... Alice, she soon stopped growing.  
9. ............... a few minutes she heard a voice outside.  
10. ‘It’s an eye, sir, looking out ............... us!’ 

F. Complete the following words in these sentences.

expected          gloves          towered          footsteps          kneel          
trembled          upstairs          ceiling          label          noticed

1. The flowers _ _ w _ _ _ _ over Alice like trees.  
2. She suddenly heard _ o _ _ _ _ _ _ _, and she looked up just in time to see 
the White Rabbit running along.  
3. The White Rabbit was upset because he had lost his _ _ _ v _ _. 
4. Alice went into the house without knocking, and hurried _ _ _ _ a _ _ _.  
5. Alice was just going to leave the room, when she _ _ _ _ c _ _
a little bottle that was on a table near the mirror.  
6. There was no _ _ _ _ l this time with the words ‘DRINK ME.’  
7. It made her grow larger, and much sooner than she _ _ _ _ _ _ e _. 
8. Her head was touching the _ _ _ l _ _ _.  
9. Soon she had to _ _ _ _ l down on the floor.  
10. Alice knew it was the Rabbit coming to look for her, 
and she _ _ _ m _ _ _ _ until she shook the house. 
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C. Complete each sentence with a suitable word from the box.

trees          bottle          voice          elbow          animal          
gloves          time          window          ceiling          lips

1. The flowers towered over Alice like ............... .
2. Alice looked up just in ............... to see the White Rabbit running along.  
3. The Rabbit told Alice to run to his house and get him a pair of ............... .
4. There was a little ............... on a table near the mirror.  
5. She lifted the bottle to her ............... .  
6. Her head was touching the ............... .  
7. Alice’s ...............  was pressed against the door.  
8. She heard the Rabbit’s angry ............... outside. 
9. She heard a little ............... scratching inside the chimney. 
10. A shower of little pebbles came in through the ............... . 

D. Choose the best answer a, b, c, or d to complete each sentence.

1. The Rabbit was looking around as if it had lost ............... . 
a) everything b) something c) someone d) nothing
2. Alice ran off at once in the direction it pointed to, without trying to explain 
the ............... it had made.  
a) mistake   b) problem c) question d) explanation
3. She went into the house without ............... .
a) talking b) pointing c) knocking d) running
4. She found her way into a ............... little room.
a)ugly   b) tidy c) nice d) clean
5. It made her grow larger, and much sooner than she ............... . 
a) knew b) wondered c) expected d) realized
6. She continued growing, and very soon had to ............... down on the floor.  
a) kneel b) sit c) crawl d) lie
7.She had to put one arm out of the window, and one foot up the ............... .
a)door   b) wall c) bed d) chimney
8. Alice knew it was the Rabbit coming to look for her, and she ............... until 
she shook the house.  
a)yelled b) trembled c) ran d) grew
9. ‘There’s a ............... in the house!’
a) monster b) creature c) animal d) giant
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Parts of a house Objects Body Parts

J. Choose the correct form of the verb.

1. The flowers ............... much taller than Alice. 
a) is b) am c) were d) was
2. Alice saw the White Rabbit ............... along. 
a) had run   b) running c) runs d) ran
3. Alice ............... a little bottle that was on a table near the mirror. 
a) noticed b) notices c) is noticing            d) will have noticed
4. After a few minutes she ............... a voice outside.  
a) hear b) hears c) was hearing d) heard
5. The Rabbit came up to the door and tried to open it, but ............... because 
Alice’s elbow was pressed against it.  
a)could b) couldn’t  c) can d) can’t
6. ‘The Master ............... Bill to go down the chimney!’
a) was telling b) has told c) tell d) will tell
7. She kicked once, and waited to see what ............... happen next. 
a) would b) will c) can d) won’t
8. ‘All I know is that something kicked me really hard, and up I ................ like 
a rocket!’ 
a) go b) came c) goes d) went
9. Alice noticed with surprise that the pebbles ............... into little cakes.  
a) turned b) turns c) turn d) were turning
10. All the animals ............... angrily towards Alice the moment she appeared.  
a) ran  b) run c) runs d) was running

K. Choose the most appropriate form.

1. Alice suddenly heard/had heard footsteps. 
2. Alice ran off, without try/trying to explain the mistake it had made.  
3. It made her growing/grow larger.  
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G. Match pairs of words that have opposite meaning.

over
a lot
outside
narrow
close

far
wide
under
inside
a few

H. Solve the crossword puzzle.

1 C
2 H
3 I

4 M
5 N

6 E
7 Y

1. The pebbles the animals threw at Alice turned into little ............... .
2. The Rabbit’s gloves were ................ .  
3. Bill, the Rabbit’s gardener, was a ............... .  
4. The Rabbit thought Alice was Mary Ann, his ............... .  
5. When the Rabbit saw Alice’s eye in the window he thought there was a 
............... in his house.  
6. The Rabbit had many pairs of ............... in his bedroom.  
7. When the Rabbit lost his gloves he felt very ............... .

I. Group the words in the box according to the given categories.

ladder          eye          ceiling          wall          elbow          
bottle          gloves          chimney          arm          mirror          

stairs          head          door           foot          window
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4. She had to/have to put one arm out of the window.  
5. Alice knew it was the Rabbit coming to look for her, and she trembled/will 
tremble until she shook the house.  

L.Complete each sentence with the right form of the word.

possible          angry          direct          tall          silent

1. Alice was so frightened that she ran off at once in the .............. the Rabbit 
pointed to.  
2. There was a long .............. after this, and Alice could only hear whispers 
now and then.  
3. ‘Since it can’t .............. make me larger, it must make me smaller, I 
suppose.’  
4. They all ran .............. towards Alice the moment she appeared.  
5. The flowers were much .............. than Alice.  

Chapter 3
A. Answer the following questions. 

1. How tall is Alice in this chapter?
2. What did Alice want to find at the beginning of the chapter?
3. Who was on top of the mushroom?
4. What was the Caterpillar doing?
5. Why did Alice feel confused?
6. Did Alice and the Caterpillar have a friendly conversation?
7. How did the Caterpillar help Alice grow back to her normal height?
8. Did the whole mushroom make Alice grow taller?

B. Say whether the following statements are true or false.

True False

1. At the beginning of the chapter Alice was very tall.

2. She found a flower that made her grow taller.

3. The mushroom was smaller than her. 

4. On the mushroom there was a large, green caterpillar.

5. The Caterpillar was smoking a pipe.

6. One day the Caterpillar will become a butterfly.

7. The Caterpillar seemed to be in a bad mood.

8. Alice was the same height as the Caterpillar.

9. Both sides of the mushroom made Alice grow taller.

10 At the end of the chapter Alice was her normal height 
again.

C. Complete each sentence with a suitable word from the box. 

pipe          height          butterfly          grass          remarks          
flower          confusing          mood          temper          

1. Alice leaned against a .............. to rest.  
2. Alice and the Caterpillar were the same .............. .
3. The Caterpillar was smoking a long .............. . 
4. Being many different sizes in one day is .............. .
5. A caterpillar becomes a cocoon, then a .............. .
6. The Caterpillar made very short .............. .
7. The Caterpillar was in an unpleasant .............. .
8. The Caterpillar told Alice to keep her .............. . 
9. The Caterpillar was exactly three .............. high.  
10. The Caterpillar crawled away into the .............. .

D. Choose the best answer a, b, c, or d to complete each sentence.

1. The Caterpillar was ............... the mushroom.
a) under  b) above c) over d) on top of
2. Alice wanted to grow ............... .
a) older b) taller c) smaller d) longer
3. The Caterpillar spoke in a ............... voice.  
a) sad b) lazy c) sleepy d) silly
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6. Alice felt _ _r _ _ _ _ _ _ by the Caterpillar’s short remarks.  
7. The Caterpillar was in an _ _ _ _ _ _ _ a _ _ mood.  
8. Alice thinks that three inches is a _ _ _ _ _ _ l _ height to be. 
9. The Caterpillar is _ _ a _ _ _ _ three inches high.  
10. The Caterpillar _ r _ _ _ _ _ away into the grass. 

G. Match pairs of words that have opposite meaning. 

right
polite
clear
quietly
terrible

loudly
wrong
wonderful
confusing
rude

H. Complete the crossword puzzle using the clues below.

1 C
2 A

3 T
4 E
5 R

6 P
7 I

8 L
9 A

10 R

1. One day the Caterpillar will change into a .............. and then into a 
butterfly.  
2. Alice thinks it feels .............. to change sizes. 
3. The Caterpillar told Alice to keep her ...............  
4. Alice looked over the .............. of the mushroom.
5. Alice couldn’t find the .............. thing to eat or drink.
6. The Caterpillar spoke in a .............. voice.
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4. The Caterpillar told Alice to ............... her temper.
a) keep  b) hold c) speak d) lose 
5. Alice thinks that three inches is a ................ height to be.
a) wonderful  b) normal c) beautiful d) terrible 
6. The Caterpillar ............... away into the grass.
a) walked b) crawled c) ran d) rolled
7. The mushroom was perfectly ............... .
a) round b) square c) long d) big 
8. Suddenly Alice was taller than the trees, and birds were ............... around 
her head.  
a) walking b) falling c) flying d) sleeping

E. What prepositions are missing from these sentences?

around          for          in          into          over          
down          of          away          against          of

1. Alice leaned ............... a flower to rest herself.  
2. She looked ............... the edge of the mushroom.  
3. The Caterpillar and Alice looked at each other ............... a while.
4. The Caterpillar spoke ............... a sleepy voice.  
5. One day the Caterpillar will turn ............... a butterfly.  
6. The Caterpillar slowly got ............... off the mushroom.  
7. It crawled ............... into the grass.
8. One side ............... the mushroom makes you grow taller.  
9. The birds were flying ............... her head. 
10. She took small bites ............... each piece.  

F. Complete the following words in these sentences. 

edge          unpleasant          several          exactly          terrible          
irritated crawled          height          caterpillar          smoking

1. The mushroom was about the same _ _ i _ _ _ as Alice.  
2. She looked over the _ _ g _ of the mushroom.  
3. A huge, blue _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l _ _ was sitting on the top with its arms folded. 
4. He was quietly _ _ _ k _ _ _ a long pipe.  
5. Alice had changed _ _ _ _ r _ _ times since the morning.  
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9. Alice .............. being three inches high.
a) isn’t used to  b) aren’t used to c) will not used to d) haven’t used to
10. Alice kept .............. small bites of each piece.
a) take b) takes c) took d) taking 

K. Choose the most appropriate form.

1. Alice feel/felt very tired.  
2. The Caterpillar was sitting/were sitting on top of the mushroom.  
3. The Caterpillar was saying/said in a sleepy voice, ‘Who are YOU?’ 
4. Alice could like/would like to be a little larger.  
5. One side of the mushroom will make/will be making Alice grow taller. 

L. Complete each sentence with the right form of the word.

confusion          clear          difference          silent          sleep

1. The Caterpillar and Alice looked at each other for a while in .............. .
2. The Caterpillar spoke in a .............. voice.  
3. ‘I’m afraid I can’t put it more ..............’ Alice replied.  
4. Being so many different sizes in one day is very .............. . 
5. ‘Well, perhaps your feelings may be ..............’ said Alice. 

Chapter 4
A. Answer the following questions.

1. What was Alice shocked by while she was walking through the forest?
2. Why did Alice feel that the Cat should be treated with respect?
3. Why does the Cat grin all the time?
4. Who did the Cat tell Alice to visit?
5. Who is mad in the forest, according to the Cat?
6. Why does the Cheshire Cat think that it’s mad?
7. Where did the Cat say that Alice would see it next?
8. Why did Alice think the March Hare would be less mad than earlier?
9. How did the Cat make Alice feel dizzy?
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7. The Caterpillar was smoking a .............. .
8. The Caterpillar was in an .............. mood.
9. The Caterpillar .............. away into the grass. 
10. One side of the .............. makes you grow taller, and the other makes you 
grow shorter.

I. Group the words in the box according to the given categories.

grass          tired          leaves          mushroom          tall          
sleepy          huge          irritated          short          flowers

In a forest Feelings Sizes

J. Choose the correct verb form for each sentence. 

1. ‘Who .............. you?’
a) is b) am  c) are  d) was
2. Alice .............. not .............. anything that looked like the right thing to eat 
or drink.
a) can, saw b) could, saw c) can, seeing d) could, see 
3. She .............. over the edge of the mushroom.
a) look   b) looked  c) is looking d) looks
4. The Caterpillar .............. a long pipe.
a) was smoking b) was smoked c) is smoked d) smoke
5. One day the Caterpillar .............. into a butterfly.
a) will turn b) has turned c) turns d) is turning
6. ‘Come back!’ the Caterpillar  ............... after her.  
a) calls b) called c) was calling d) is called 
7. The Caterpillar puffed on its pipe without .............. .
a) speak b) spoke c) speaks d) speaking
8. ‘What size .............. you .............. to be?’
a)does, want b) do, want c) do, wants d) would, wanted
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9. The Queen is going to play .............. today.  
10. The Cat appeared and .............. many times.  

D. Choose the best answer, a, b, c, or d to complete each sentence.

1. Alice saw the Cat while she was .............. through the forest.
a) running b) walking c) singing d) sleeping
2. The Cat .............. when it saw Alice.  
a) smiled b) laughed c) frowned d) grinned
3. All cats can grin, and .............. of them do.  
a) all b) most c) some d) none
4. ‘It doesn’t .............. which way you go,’ said the Cat.
a) matter b) mean c) depend d) seem
5. The Mad Hatter and the March Hare live in different .............. .
a) towns b) forests c) directions d) trees
6. Alice doesn’t want to be among .............. people.  
a) sad b) mad c) angry d) greedy 
7. A dog .............. when it’s angry.
a) barks b) shouts c) growls d) purrs
8. A dog wags its .............. when it’s happy. 
a) ears b) head c) nose d) tail
9. Cats .............. when they’re happy.
a) purr b) scream c) bark d) wag
10. The Queen is going to play .............. .
a) cards b) tennis c) football d) croquet

E. What prepositions are missing from these sentences.

through         without          of         on         by         with         for          among

1. Alice was walking .............. the forest. 
2. She was suddenly startled .............. a large cat.  
3. The Cat was sitting .............. a tree branch.  
4. Alice doesn’t want to be .............. mad people. 
5. The Cat’s grin remained .............. a while after the rest of it was gone.  
6. Alice had never seen a grin .............. a cat.  
7. The roof of the March Hare’s house was covered .............. fur.  
8. First she ate some more .............. the left-hand bit of mushroom.   
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10. When Alice got to the March Hare’s house, how was she sure that it was 
the right house?

B. Say whether the following statements are true or false.

True False

1. Cheshire Cats always grin.

2. All cats know how to grin.

3. Alice had never seen a cat grin before.

4. Alice asked the Cat for directions. 

5. Only the Mad Hatter is mad. 

6. Alice likes mad people.

7. The Mad Hatter and the March Hare live in the same 
house.  

8. The Cat told Alice that she, too, was mad. 

9. A dog wags its tail when it’s happy.

10. A cat purrs when it’s angry.

C. Complete each sentence with a suitable word from the box.

hats          croquet          claws          branch           directions          
tail          mad          growls          rabbit          disappeared

1. The Cheshire Cat was sitting on the .............. of a tree.  
2. The Cat had very long .............. .  
3. The Hatter and the March Hare live in different .............. .
4. A hatter makes .............. . 
5. A hare is like a .............. .
6. The March Hare and the Mad Hatter are both .............. .
7. A dog .............. when it’s angry.  
8. A cat wags its .............. when it’s angry.  
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1. All .............. know how to grin.  
2. The March Hare’s ............... were shaped like long ears. 
3. The Cat had long claws and many .............. .
4. A dog .............. its tail when it’s happy.  
5. A cat purrs when it’s ..............   
6. The Cat .............. when it saw Alice.  
7. The Cat told Alice to visit the Mad Hatter or the March .............. .
8. The Queen’s going to play .............. today.

I. Choose the correct form.

1. Alice was thinking/thought about this for a moment.  
2.’I didn’t know/didn’t knew that Cheshire Cats always grinned.’ 
3. The Cat grinned when it sees/saw Alice.  
4. Everyone is/are mad in this forest.  
5. ‘I’ve seen/saw hatters before,’ Alice said to herself.  
J. Group the words in the box according to the given categories.

sad        cards         croquet        angry        whiskers
     happy        claws        tennis paws        chess 

Parts of the cat’s body Emotions Games

K. Choose the correct verb form a, b, c, or d for each sentence

1. Alice  .............. through the forest.
a) will walking b) was walked c) was walking d) were walking
2. The Cat  .............. friendly.  
a) looked b) was looking c) is looking d) is looks 
3. ‘It  .............. which way you go,’ said the Cat.
a) isn’t matter b) doesn’t matter c) isn’t mattering d) doesn’t matters   
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F. Complete the words in these sentences.

invited         manners         somewhere         startled         strange         
disappearing         grinned         claws         wags         people

1. Alice didn’t care where she went, as long as she got  _ _ _ _ w _ _ _ _.  
2. Alice was not sure if it was good _ _ _ n _ _ _ for her to speak first.  
3. Alice was suddenly _ t _ _ _ _ _ _ by a large cat sitting on a tree branch.  
4. The Cat _ _ _ _ _ e _ when it saw Alice.  
5. The Cat had long _ _ _ w _ and many teeth.  
6. Alice doesn’t want to be among mad _ _ _ p _ _.  
7. A dog _ _ _ s  its tail when it’s happy.  
8. Alice hasn’t been _ n_ _ _ _ _ to the Queen’s croquet game.  
9. The Cat kept appearing and _ _ s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.  
10. Alice was getting used to _ _ _ _ _ _ e things happening.  

G. Match pairs of words that have opposite meanings.

friendly
respect
long
all
right

left
disrespect
unfriendly
short
none

H. Solve the crossword puzzle.

1 C
2 H
3 E

4 S
5 H

6 I
7 R

8 E
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4. ‘What sort of people  ............... around here?’
a) lives b) living   c) live   d) are lived 
5. ‘But I  ............... to be among mad people,’ Alice remarked.
a) doesn’t want b) am not wanting c) didn’t want d) don’t want
6. A dog growls when it  .............. angry.  
a) is   b) am   c) are   d) were
7. ‘ ............... you  .............. croquet with the Queen today?’
a) is, going to play  b) are, going to be played 
c) are, going to play d) were, going to play 
8. ‘ .............. you  .............. the White Rabbit today?’
a) have, saw b) have, seen c) did, saw d) are, seen 
9. ‘I  .............. him at his house.’
a) see   b) seen   c) saw   d) was seeing   
10. After a minute or two Alice started .............. in the direction in which the 
March Hare lived.
a) walk b) walked c) walks d) walking 

L. Complete each sentence with the right form of the word.

invitation        slow        direct        explain        friend

1. The Cat looked .............. .
2. ‘ – as long as I get somewhere,’ Alice added as an ..............  . 
3. ‘I haven’t been .............. yet.’ 
4. She started walking in the ..............  in which the March Hare lived.  
5. This time the Cat disappeared ..............  . 

Chapter 5
A. Answer the following questions.

1. What were the Mad Hatter, the March Hare, and the Dormouse doing 
when Alice arrived?
2. What information does the Mad Hatter’s watch give?
3. What is the Dormouse always doing?
4. How did the Mad Hatter wake the Dormouse up?
5. Is the Mad Hatter still friends with Time?

6. What did the Mad Hatter have to do at the Queen’s concert?
7. What did the Queen shout when she became angry?
8. What time is it always, for the Mad Hatter?
9. What do the Mad Hatter, the March Hare, and the Dormouse do when 
their cups are dirty?
10. What did Alice find after she left the tea party?

B. Say whether the following statements are true or false.

True False

1. The Dormouse is always sleepy. 

2. The March Hare, the Mad Hatter, and the Dormouse 
have tea all day long.

3. The tea table is very small.

4. The March Hare, the Mad Hatter, and the Dormouse 
invited Alice to have tea with them.  

5. The March Hare gave Alice some wine.

6. The Mad Hatter’s watch is broken.

7. The March Hare tried to fix the watch with butter. 

8. At the March Hare’s house it stays the same hour all day.

9. The March Hare went mad in April. 

10. The Hatter was very rude to Alice.

C. Complete each sentence with a suitable word from the box.

beat        saucers        concert        talk        table        
butter        day        room        asleep        cushion

1. There was a ............... under a tree in front of the house. 
2. The March Hare and the Mad Hatter were using the Dormouse as a 
............... . 
3. The Dormouse is often ............... .
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E. What prepositions are missing from these sentences?

into        at        upon        away        for        under        
on        with        between        to

1. There was a table .............. a tree.  
2. A Dormouse was sitting .............. them.  
3. All three of them were crowded .............. one corner of the table.  
4. There was nothing .............. the table but tea.  
5. The Mad Hatter held the watch .............. his ear.  
6. The March Hare dipped the watch .............. his cup of tea.  
7. The Mad Hatter poured a little hot tea .............. the Dormouse’s nose.  
8. It’s a good idea to keep on good terms .............. Time.  
9. At six o’clock it’s time .............. tea.  
10. Alice stood up in great disgust, and walked .............. .

F. Complete the words in these sentences.

rudeness        disgust        plenty        asleep        nothing        
corner        pocket        dinner        wrong        tea-time

1. A Dormouse was sitting between the March Hare and the Mad Hatter,
 _ s _ _ _ _.  
2. The three of them were all crowded together at one _ _ _ _ e _ of the table.  
3. ‘There’s _ _ e _ _ _ of room!’ said Alice.  
4. There was _ _ t _ _ _ _ on the table but tea. 
5. The Hatter had taken his watch out of his _ o _ _ _ _.  
6. The Hatter’s watch was two days _ r _ _ _. 
7. At half-past one it’s time for _ _ n _ _ _.  
8. At the March Hare’s house it’s always _ e _ - _ _ _ _.  
9. The Mad Hatter’s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ s was more than Alice could bear.  
10. Alice stood up in great _ _ _ g _ _ _, and walked away.  
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4. The March Hare, the Mad Hatter and the Dormouse told Alice that there 
was no ............... for her at the table.  
5. The Mad Hatter’s watch shows the ............... .
6. The March Hare used ............... to fix the watch. 
7. Alice has to ............... time when she learns music.  
8. The Mad Hatter sang at the Queen’s ............... .  
9. The March Hare and the Mad Hatter don’t have time to wash the cups and 
............... . 
10. The Mad Hatter told Alice that if she doesn’t think, she shouldn’t 
............... .
 
D. Choose the correct answer a, b, c, or d to complete the sentences.

1. There was a table under a tree ................ the house.
a) behind   b) next to  c) in d) in front of
2. A Dormouse was sitting ............... the March Hare and the Mad Hatter.
a) between   b) behind  c) next to d) in front of
3. The March Hare and the Mad Hatter were resting their ............... on the 
Dormouse.  
a) heads   b) feet  c) cups  d) elbows 
4. The March Hare had tried to fix the Mad Hatter’s watch with ............... .
a) jam b) butter c) tea d) wine
5. The March Hare put the butter into the watch with a ............... .
a) bread-knife b) cup  c) spoon   d) saucer
6. The Mad Hatter’s watch tells him what ............... it is.  
a) house  b) day  c) year d) month 
7. The Mad Hatter poured hot ............... upon the Dormouse’s nose.
a) wine b) butter c) bread d) tea
8. It’s always ............... o’clock at the March Hare’s house.
a) ten b) seven c) five d) six
9. The Mad Hatter quarrelled with Time last ............... .
a) summer b) May c) March d) April
10. The Hatter had to ............... at the Queen’s concert.
a) sing b) dance c) talk d) drink tea
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I. Group the words in the box according to the given categories.

saucer        bread        plate        year        tea        day        
month        cup        butter        wine        hour

Food and drink Time Dishes

J. Choose the correct verb form for each sentence.

1. ‘.............. some wine,’ the March Hare said in a friendly tone. 
a) had  b) has c) having d) have
2. ‘I .............. any wine,’ Alice remarked.
a) doesn’t see b) don’t see c) don’t saw d) did see
3. The Mad Hatter had taken his watch out of his pocket, and .............. at it 
uneasily.
a) looking b) was looked c) is looking d) was looking
4. ‘Some crumbs .............. in as well,’ the Hatter grumbled.
a) must did get b) must had got c) must have got d) must have get
5. The Dormouse .............. its head impatiently.
a) shake   b) shaken c) shook  d) shaking
6. The Hatter seemed to be ............... tired of answering Alice’s questions.
a) getting   b) get c) gets d) got
7. ‘What day of the month .............. it?’
a) are b) am c) were d) is
8. Alice stood up in great disgust, and .............. away.
a) walk b) walks c) walking d) walked
9. The last time she saw them, they were trying .............. the Dormouse into 
the tea-pot.
a) put b) to put c) putting d) were putting
10. ‘It’s the stupidest tea party I .............. ever .............. to in all my life!’
a) am, been b) was, been c) was, go d) have, been 
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G. Match pairs of words that have opposite meanings.

asleep
over
comfortable
rude
the best
wrong

the worst
polite
under
right
awake
uncomfortable

H. Solve the crossword puzzle.

1 D
2 O

3 R
4 M

5 O
6 U

7 S
8 E

1. The Mad Hatter and the March Hare were using the Dormouse as a 
cushion, resting their elbows on it, and talking over its .............. .
2. All three of them were crowded at one .............. of the table.  
3. They told Alice that there was no .............. for her at the table. 
4. Alice sat down in a large .............. at one end of the table. 
5. The Hatter’s watch tells the day of the ................ but not the hour of the day.
6. .............. wasn’t good for the watch.
7. The March Hare used the .............. butter to try to fix the watch. 
8. The Mad Hatter quarrelled with .............. last March. 
6. Scrooge’s nephew couldn’t be .............. with Scrooge, he only felt pity for 
him.
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B. Say whether the following statements are true or false.

True False

1. The gardeners were painting the roses white.

2. The gardeners looked like playing cards. 

3. The Queen is a kind, patient person.

4. Alice was afraid of the Queen.

5. The Queen invited Alice to play croquet.

6. The croquet game was well-organised.

7. The balls were hedgehogs.

8. The Queen became angry during the game.

9. It’s impossible to cut off a head if it’s not attached to a 
body.

C. Complete each sentence with a suitable word from the box.

turns        rose-bush        flamingos        difficult        rectangular        
gardeners        invited        difficulties        passion        grin

1. On the other side of the tree there was a large .............. .
2. The .............. were painting the roses red.  
3. The gardeners had .............. bodies, like playing cards. 
4. The Queen .............. Alice to play croquet.  
5. The mallets were live .............. .
6. Alice came to the conclusion that it was a very .............. game.  
7. The players all played at once without waiting for .............. . 
8. In a very short time the Queen was in a furious .............. .
9. The Cheshire Cat’s .............. appeared in the air. 
10. The Queen had only one way of settling all .............. great or small. 
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K. Choose the correct form.

1. There was a table under a tree in front of the house, and the Mad Hatter 
and the March Hare were having/had tea at it.  
2. Alice sat/was sitting down in a large armchair at one end of the table.  
3. ‘I don’t/doesn’t see any wine,” she remarked.  
4. Alice feel/felt very puzzled.  
5. The Hatter shook/had shaken his head sadly.  

L. Complete each sentence with the right form of the word.

resign        instant        friend        sleep        rude

1. The Mad Hatter and the March Hare were resting their elbows on the 
Dormouse, but it didn’t mind because it was .............. .
2. ‘Have some wine,’ the March Hare said in a .............. tone. 
3. The March Hare took the watch and looked at it with .............. .
4. This piece of .............. was more than Alice could bear.  
5. The Dormouse fell asleep .............. . 

Chapter 6
A. Answer the following questions. 

1. What did Alice see on the other side of the tree?
2. What were the three gardeners doing?
3. What did the gardeners look like?
4. Why were the gardeners painting the roses red?
5. What did the Queen invite Alice to?
6. What were used as balls and mallets in the croquet game?
7. Why was the game difficult for Alice?
8. What did the Queen shout every time she was angry?
9. What appeared in the air during the game?
10. What did the White Rabbit invite Alice to at the end of the game?
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D. Choose the best answer a, b, c, d to complete each sentence.

1. There were three gardeners .............. painting the roses red.
a) slowly b) quietly c) busily d) sadly
2. The gardeners had flat, rectangular .............. . 
a) heads b) bodies c) feet d) hands
3. Among the procession Alice .............. the White Rabbit.
a) recognised b) knew c) remembered d) recalled
4. The Queen turned .............. with fury.  
a) black b) white c) green d) red
5. Alice soon came to the conclusion that it was a very .............. game. 
a) easy b) crazy c) difficult d) slow
6. The Queen went stamping about, .............. , ‘Off with his head!’
a) singing b) shouting c) saying d) telling
7. ‘It’s the Cheshire Cat: now I will have .............. to talk to.’
a) somebody b) anybody c) nobody d) everybody
8. A large .............. soon gathered around the Cat’s head, which was still 
grinning in the air.  
a) people b) game c) crowd d) man
9. ‘This is a good time to .............. from here!’ said Alice to herself.
a) escape b) run c) walk d) come
10. The Rabbit grabbed her by the .............. and began to run faster.
a) head b) hand c) leg d) finger 

E. What prepositions are missing from these sentences?

by        on        with        at        upon        about        into        in        of        among

1. The roses .............. the bush were white.  
2. The gardeners were all arguing .............. the painting job. 
3. ‘We planted a white one .............. mistake.’ 
4. The three gardeners threw themselves flat .............. their faces.  
5. .............. the guests Alice recognised the White Rabbit. 
6. When the procession came to Alice, they all stopped and looked .............. 
her.  

7. ‘They’re only a pack of cards, after all. I don’t need to be afraid .............. 
them!’  
8. The Queen turned red ............... fury.  
9. People began running about .............. all directions.  
10. The flamingo would twist itself around and look up .............. her face with 
such a puzzled expression that she could not help laughing.  

F. Complete the words in these sentences. 

procession        turns        conclusion        hedgehogs        painting        
faces        mistake        afraid        directions controlling

1. ‘Would you tell me,’ said Alice, a little timidly, ‘why you are 
_ _ _ _ _ _ n _ those roses?’ 
2. The gardeners planted a white rose-bush by _ _ _ _ _ k _. 
3. The three gardeners threw themselves flat upon 
their _ _ c _ _. 
4. At the end of the long _ _ _ _ _ s _ _ _ _ came the King and Queen of 
Hearts.  
5. ‘They’re only a pack of cards, after all.  I don’t need to be 
a _ _ _ _ _  of them!’
6. People began running about in all _ _ _ _ _ _ i _ _ _.  
7. The balls were live _ _ d _ _ _ _ _ _.  
8. Alice had trouble _ _ _ _ _ _ l _ _ _ _ her flamingo. 
9. Alice came to the _ _ _ c _ _ _ _ _ _ that it was a very difficult game. 
10. The players all played at once without waiting for _ _ _ _ s.  

G. Match pairs of words that have opposite meaning. 

first
strange
timidly
politely
loudly

normal
impolitely
last
quietly
boldly
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J. Choose the correct answer a, b, c, or d for each sentence. 

1. ‘.............. you .............. croquet?’
a) are, play  b) are, played c) can, play d) could, play
2. The roses growing on the bush .............. white.
a) were b) was c) are d) is
3. Alice .............. this was very strange.
a) thinks b) think c) thinking d) thought 
4. The gardeners .............. about the painting job.
a) was arguing b) were argued c) were arguing  d) is arguing
5. ‘Would you tell me,’ said Alice, ‘why you .............. those roses?’
a) is painting b) are painting c) am painting d) paint
6. ‘This ..............  a red rose-tree.’
a) had been  b) has been 
c) should had been  d) should have been
7. People .............. about in all directions.
a) begin running b) began running c) began run d) begin run
8. The players all played at once without .............. for turns.
a) waiting   b) wait  c) waited d) to wait
9. In a very short time the Queen .............. in a furious passion.
a) were b) are c) am d) was 
10. Alice began .............. very uneasy.
a) feel b) feels c) to feel d) felt

K. Choose the most appropriate form.

1. One of them noticed Alice, and they suddenly stopped/were stopping 
talking. 
2. ‘If the Queen find/found out, we would all have our heads cut off.’
3. The three gardeners throw/threw themselves flat upon their faces.  
4. After the Queen examined the roses and saw what they had been doing/
were doing, she shouted, ‘Off with their heads!’ 
5. She discovered that the hedgehog had unrolled itself, and was crawling/
were crawling away. 
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H. Complete the crossword puzzle using the clues below.

1 R
2 O

3 S
4 E

5 B
6 U

7 S
8 H

1. There were three gardeners busily painting the roses .............. .
2. The gardeners had flat, rectangular .............. . 
3. The rose-bush .............. have been a red rose-bush.  
4. At the end of the procession came the .............. of Hearts.  
5. The Queen glared at Alice like a wild .............. .
6. The Queen invited Alice to play .............. . 
7. Soon the Queen was in a furious .............. . 
8. The balls were live .............. .

I. Groups the words in the box according to the given categories.

cat        red        blue         gardener rabbit        hedgehog        
white        soldier        flamingo        teacher

Colours Jobs Animals
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4. Alice had been in a court many times before. 

5. The judge was wearing a hat.

6. The Queen of Hearts had made the tarts.

7. The Mad Hatter had stolen the hat he was wearing.

8. The Mad Hatter was very nervous during the trial. 

9. The Dormouse answered the King’s question.  

10. The King told Alice to leave the court because she was 
too small. 

C. Complete each sentence with a suitable word from the box.

court        trumpet        tarts        throne        temper        
chains        wig        witness        teacup        jurors        

1. The King and Queen were sitting on their .............. when Alice arrived.  
2. The Knave was standing in front of them, in .............. . 
3. The Rabbit had a .............. in one hand.  
4. The judge was wearing a .............. .
5. Some of the .............. were animals, and some were birds. 
6. The Mad Hatter was the first .............. .  
7. The Mad Hatter bit a large piece out of his .............. .  
8. The ............... were stolen.  
9. The Queen must try to control her .............. .  
10. All people more than a mile high must leave the .............. . 

D. Choose the correct answer a, b, c, or d to complete the sentences.

1. The Knave had a soldier on each side to .............. him. 
a) keep b) guard c) see d) care
2. In the middle of the court was a table with a large dish of tarts .............. it.
a) under b) above c) in d) on
3. The King wore his crown over his wig, which did not look very .............. .
a) nice b) handsome c) comfortable d) distinguished
4. The jurors were sitting in the .............. .
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L. Complete each sentence with the right form of the word.

express        busy        difficult        fury        self

1. There were three gardeners .............. painting the roses red. 
2. The soldiers had to double .............. up and to stand on their hands and 
feet, to make the arches.  
3. The main .............. Alice found at first was in controlling her flamingo.  
4. The flamingo would twist itself around and look up into her face with such 
a puzzled .............. that she could not help laughing.  
5. In a very short time the Queen was in a .............. passion. 

Chapter 7
A. Answer the following questions. 

1. Who was on trial, and why?
2. Who was the judge in the trial?
3. In a real trial, which comes first, the verdict or the evidence?
4. Who was the first witness?
5. Why did the Mad Hatter enter the court with a teacup in his hand?
6. What began to happen to Alice during the trial?
7. What did the Dormouse do when he was examined by the judge?
8. Who was the third witness?
9. What was ‘Rule Forty-Two’?
10. What happened at the end of the chapter?

B. Say whether the following statements are true or false.

True False

1. The jurors were all animals and birds.

2. The Knave of Hearts was on trial for stealing money.

3. The White Rabbit was holding a trumpet.  
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F. Complete the words in these sentences.

denied        larger        middle         riverbank trembling         
witness         verdict         anger         carry        snore

1. In the _ _ d _ _ _ of the court was a table with a large dish of tarts on it. 
2. ‘Consider your _ _ _ _ _ _ t,’ the King said to the jury. 
3. Alice realised that she was beginning to grow _ a _ _ _ _ again.  
4. ‘I’m. a poor man,’ the Hatter began in a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ voice.  
5. The Dormouse _ _ n _ _ _ nothing, being fast asleep.  
6. The next _ _ _ _ _ s_  was the Dormouse.  
7. They had to pick it up and _ _ _ r_ it. 
8. The Dormouse curled into a ball and began to _ n _ _ _.  
9. The King turned pale with _ _ g _ _. 
10. Alice found herself lying on the _ _ v _ _ _ _ _ _.  

G. Match pairs of words that have opposite meanings. 

nervous
sell
finish
shout
asleep

whisper
awake
buy
confident
begin

H. Solve the crossword puzzle.

1 V
2 E

3 R
4 D
5 I

6 C
7 T
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a) jury-chair   b) jury-box   c) jury-throne   d) jury-room
5. The White Rabbit .............. on the trumpet.
a) blow b) blew c) played d) spoke
6. In his .............. he bit a large piece out of his teacup instead of the bread 
and butter. 
a) confusion   b) mix c) problem d) decision
7. Alice felt a very strange .............. .
a) sense b) feel c) sensation d) conversation
8. The Dormouse yawned, and began to .............., sleepily, ‘Twinkle, 
twinkle.......’
a) say  b) sing c) sang  d) scream
9. Alice jumped up, completely forgetting how .............. she had grown in the 
last few minutes.  
a) large b) small c) fat d) short
10. The whole .............. of cards rose up into the air, and came flying down 
upon her.  
a) group b) box c) party d) pack

E. What prepositions are missing from these sentences?

down        over        out        before in        on        into        about        at        onto

1. The King and Queen were sitting .............. their throne when Alice arrived.  
2. The Rabbit had a trumpet .............. one hand.  
3. She began looking ............... everything around her, to pass the time.  
4. Alice had read .............. courts of justice in books.  
5. The King wore his crown .............. his wig.  
6. The evidence should come .............. the verdict.  
7. The jury all began to write this .............. .
8. The Dormouse curled .............. a ball and began to snore.  
9. The Rabbit read .............. at the top of his tiny little voice, the name, 
‘Alice!’ 
10. All of the jurors fell .............. the floor.  
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a) is beginning b) was began c) was beginning d) was begin
7. ‘But what .............. the Dormouse .............. ?’
a) do, said b) did, said c) did, saying d) did, say 
8. The Dormouse yawned, and began .............. .
a) sing  b) to sing c) sang d) sings 
9. ‘Here!’ cried Alice, completely forgetting how large she .............. in the 
last few minutes. 
a) has grown b) had grew c) had grow d) had grown
10. All of the jurors .............. onto the floor.  
a) fell b) fall c) falls d) were falling 

K. Choose the most appropriate form.

1. The Dormouse got up and went/gone to the other side of the court.  
2. ‘Where was/were you when the tarts were stolen?’
3. The jury all began/beginning to write this down. 
4. ‘They hasn’t/haven’t got much evidence yet,’ Alice said to herself.  
5. ‘All people more than a mile high must leave/to leave the court.’

L. Complete each sentence with the right form of the word.

mean        sleep        accuse        comfort        confuse

1. The King wore his crown over his wig, which did not look very .............. .
2. Alice thought that very few little girls of her age knew the .............. of the 
word ‘juror.’  
3. ‘Herald, read the ...............!’ said the King.  
4. In his .............. he bit a large piece out of his teacup instead of the bread 
and butter.  
5. The Dormouse was fast ............... when they called its name.  

Key

Chapter 1

A. 1. She was listening to her sister read a book.
 2. A white rabbit ran past her.
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1. The .............. was accused of stealing tarts.  
2. The King and Queen were sitting on their .............. .
3. The White Rabbit blew on a .............. .
4. In the .............. of the court was a table with a large dish of tarts on it.  
5. ‘I wish they’d finish the .............. quickly,’ Alice thought, ‘and give out the 
refreshments.’ 
6. Alice had never been in a .............. of justice before.  
7. There were .............. jurors in the jury-box.  

I. Group the words in the box according to the given categories.

hat        wig        tart        witness         milk        verdict         
judge        crown         bread        jury        tea

In a court Things people wear on 
their heads Food and drink

J. Choose the correct verb form for each sentence. 

1. The King and Queen were sitting on their throne when Alice .............. .
a) was arriving b) had arrived  c) will arrive d) arrived
2. In the middle of the court there .............. a table with a large dish of tarts 
on it.
a) were b) was c) will be d) are
3. Alice .............. never .............. in a court before.
a) was, be  b) will, be c) was, been d) had, been
4. The judge .............. his crown over his wig.
a) wore b) wear c) wears d) wearing 
5. ‘.............. off your hat,  the King said to the Hatter.
a) taking  b) takes c) take d) will take
6. Alice realised that she .............. to grow larger again.  
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Chapter 2

A. 1. He was looking for his gloves.
 2. He thought she was Mary Ann, his housemaid.
 3. He told her to go to his house to get him another pair of gloves.
 4. She found a little bottle.
 5. She began to grow.
 6. She was too big.
 7. He asked Bill to go into the house and make the ‘monster’ leave.
 8. She kicked him very hard with her foot.
 9. They threw little stones.
 10. She began to shrink.

B. 1. T     2. T     3. F     4. F     5. F     6. T     7. F     8. T     9. T     10. T

C. 1. trees     2. time     3. gloves     4. bottle     5. lips     6. ceiling     7. elbow     8. voice     
9. animal     10. window

D. 1. b)     2. a)     3. c)     4. b)     5. c)     6. a)     7. d)     8. b)     9. a)     10. c)

E. 1. on     2. in     3. off     4. into    5. of     6. down      7. to     8. for     9. after     10. at

F. 1. towered     2. footsteps     3. gloves     4. upstairs     5. noticed     6. label     7. expected     
8. ceiling     9. kneel     10. trembled

G. over – under; a lot – a few; outside – inside; narrow – wide; close – far

H. 1. cakes     2. white     3. lizard     4. housemaid     5. monster     6. gloves     7. angry

I. Parts of house: ceiling, wall, chimney, stairs, window, door
 Objects: ladder, bottle, gloves, mirror
 Body parts: eye, elbow, arm, head, foot

J. 1. c)     2. b)     3. a)     4. d)     5. b)     6. b)     7. a)     8. d)     9. d)     10. a)

K. 1. heard     2.  trying     3. grow     4. had to     5. trembled 

K. 1. direction     2.  silence     3. possibly     4. angrily     5. taller
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 3. She went down a rabbit-hole.
 4. Because all of the doors were locked, and she couldn’t open them.
 5. It was made of glass.
 6. A small, golden key was on the table.
 7. She saw a beautiful garden.
 8. It was too small.
 9. She found a small bottle.
 10. She drank from the bottle.

B. 1. F     2. T     3. T     4. F     5. T     6. T     7. F     8. T     9. T     10. F

C. 1. book     2. eyes     3. pocket     4. wind     5. hall     6. doors     7. glass     8. key      
9. curtain     10. garden

D. 1. d)     2. c)     3. c)     4. a)     5. b)     6. d)     7. c)     8. b)     9. a)

E. 1. to     2. of     3. after     4. down     5. in     6. by     7. of     8. behind     9. into     10. through

F. 1. golden     2. riverbank     3. beautiful     4. locked     5. smaller     6. curtain     7. hedge     
8. alone     9. high     10. flowers

G. late – on time; bottom – top; nothing – everything; pleasant – unpleasant, shrink – grow

H. Across: 1. riverbank     2. down     3. afternoon    4. pocket     5. beautiful
 Down: 1. rabit-hole     2. sleepy     3. late     4. locked     5. run

I. Animals: horse, cat, mouse, rabbit
 Family: sister, mother, aunt, cousin
 Objects: key, table, watch, book

J. 1. c)     2. d)     3. a)     4. c)     5. a)     6. d)     7. a)     8. d)     9. a)     10. b)

K. 1. didn’t have     2. ran     3. took     4. began     5. was     6. were     7. tried     8. opened     
9. found     10. was

L. 1. sleepy     2. curiosity     3. slowly     4. sadly     5. hoping
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Chapter 3

A. 1. Three inches high.
 2. Something to eat or drink that would make her grow large again.
 3. A caterpillar.
 4. He was smoking a pipe.
 5. Because she had been many different sizes in one day.
 6. No, they didn’t.
 7. He told her to eat a piece of the mushroom.
 8. No, one side of the mushroom made her shorter, and one side made her taller.

B. 1.F      2. F     3. F     4. F     5. T     6. T     7. T     8. T     9. F     10. T

C. 1. flower     2. height     3. pipe     4. confusing     5. butterfly     6. remarks     7. mood     
8. temper     9. inches     10. grass

D. 1. d)     2. b)     3. c)     4. a)     5. d)     6. b)     7. a)     8. c)

E. 1. against     2. over     3. for     4. in     5. into     6. down     7. away     8. of     9. around     10. of

F. 1. height     2. edge     3. caterpillar     4. smoking     5. several     6. irritated     7.unpleasant     
8. terrible     9. exactly     10.crawled

G. right – wrong; polite – rude; clear – confusing; quietly – loudly; terrible – wonderful; 

H. 1. cocoon     2. strange     3. temper     4. edge     5. right     6. sleepy     7.pipe     8. unpleasant
9. crawled     10. mushroom

I. In a forest: grass. leaves, mushroom, flowers
 Feelings: tired, sleepy, irritated
 Sizes: tall, huge, short

J. 1.c      2.d      3.b      4.a     5.a      6.b       7.d      8.b      9.a     10. d

K. 1. felt     2. was sitting     3. said     4. would like     5. will make

L. 1. silence     2. sleepy     3. clearly     4. confusing     5. different

Chapter 4

A. 1. By a large cat sitting on a branch of the tree.
 2. Because it had very long claws and many teeth.
 3. Because it’s a Cheshire Cat.
 4. The March Hare and the Mad Hatter.
 5. Everybody.
 6. Because it does the opposite of what dogs do.
 7. At the Queen’s croquet game.
 8. Because it’s May now, not March.
 9. By appearing and disappearing again and again.
 10. Because the chimneys were shaped like long ears and the roof was covered with fur.

B. 1. T     2. T     3. T     4. T     5. F     6. F     7. F     8. T     9. T     10. F

C. 1. branch     2. claws     3. directions     4. hats     5. rabbit     6. mad     7. growls     8. tail     
9. croquet     10. disappeared

D. 1. b)     2. d)     3. b)     4. a)     5. c)     6. b)     7. c)     8. d)    9. a)     10. d)

E. 1.  through     2. by     3. on     4. among     5. for     6. without     7. with     8. of

F. 1. somewhere     2. manners     3. startled     4. grinned     5. claws     6. people     7. wags     
8. invited     9. disappearing     10. strange

G. friendly – unfriendly; respect – disrespect; long – short; all – none; right – left

H. 1. cats     2. chimneys     3. teeth     4. wags     5. happy     6. grinned     7.hare     8. croquet

I.  1. thought     2. didn’t know     3. saw     4. is     5. seen

J. Parts of the cat’s body: paws, claws, whiskers
 Emotions: happy, sad, angry
 Games: croquet, tennis, cards, chess

K. 1. c)     2. a)     3. b)     4. c)     5. d)     6. a)     7. c)     8. b)     9. c)     10. d)

L.  1. friendly     2. explanation     3. invited     4. direction     5. slowly
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Chapter 5

A. 1. They were having a tea party.
 2. The day of the month.
 3. He’s always sleeping.
 4. By pouring hot tea on the Dormouse’s nose.
 5. No – they quarrelled last March.
 6. He had to sing ‘Twinkle, twinkle, little bat!’
 7. ‘Off with his head!’
 8. It’s always six o’clock, tea-time.
 9. They move around the table.
 10. A tree with a door leading into it.

B. 1.T     2. T     3. F     4. F     5. F     6. T     7. T     8. T     9. F     10. T

C. 1. table     2. cushion     3. asleep     4. room     5. day     6. butter     7. beat     8. concert     9. 
saucers     10. talk 

D. 1.d     2. a     3.d      4. b     5. a     6. b     7.d      8. d     9. c     10. a

E. 1. under     2. between     3. at     4. on     5. to     6. into     7. upon     8. with     9. for     10. away

F. 1. asleep     2. corner     3. plenty     4. nothing     5. pocket     6. wrong     7. dinner     
8. tea-time     9. rudeness     10. disgust

G. asleep – awake; over – under; comfortable – uncomfortable; rude – polite; wrong – right; 
the best – the worst

H. 1. head     2. corner     3. room     4. armchair     5. month     6. butter     7. best     8. time

I. Food and drink: bread, tea, butter, wine
 Time: year, day, month, hour
 Dishes: saucer, plate, cup

J. 1. d     2. b     3. d     4. c     5. c     6. a     7. d     8. d     9. b     10. d

K. 1. were having     2. sat     3. don’t     4. felt      5. shook

L. 1. asleep     2. friendly     3. resignation     4. rudeness      5. instantly

Chapter 6

A. 1. She saw a large rose-bush.
 2. They were painting the roses red.
 3. They looked like playing cards.
 4. Because they had planted a white rose-bush by mistake.
 5. The Queen invited her to a croquet game.
 6. Hedgehogs were used as balls, and flamingos as mallets.
 7. The hedgehogs, flamingos and soldiers kept moving.
 8. ‘Off with his/her head!’
 9. The Cheshire Cat appeared in the air.
 10. He invited her to a trial.

B. 1. F     2. T     3. T     4. F     5. F     6. T     7. F     8. T     9. T

C. 1. rose-bush     2. gardeners      3. rectangular      4. invited       5. flamingos       6. difficult      
7. turns       8. passion       9. grin       10. difficulties

D. 1. c)     2. b)     3. a)     4. d)     5. c)     6. b)     7. a)     8. c)     9. a)     10. b)

E. 1. on     2. about     3. by     4. upon     5. among     6. at     7. of     8. with     9. in     10. into

F. 1. painting     2. mistake     3. faces     4. procession     5. afraid    6. directions     7. hedgehogs     
8. controlling     9. conclusion    10. turns

G. first – last; strange – normal; timidly – boldly; politely – impolitely; loudly – quietly

H. 1. red     2. bodies     3. should     4. queen     5. beast     6. croquet     7. passion     8. hedgehogs

I. Colours: white, red, blue
 Jobs: soldier, gardener, teacher
 Animals: hedgehog, flamingo, cat, rabbit 

J. 1. c)     2. a)     3. d)     4. c)     5. b)     6. d)     7. b)     8. a)     9. d)     10. c)

K. 1. stopped     2. found     3. threw     4. had been doing      5. was crawling

L. 1. busily     2. themselves     3. difficulty     4. expression      5. furiou
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Chapter 7

A. 1. The Knave of Hearts, for stealing some tarts.
 2. The King of Hearts.
 3. The evidence comes before the verdict.
 4. The Mad Hatter was the first witness.
 5. Because he hadn’t finished his tea.
 6. She began to grow.
 7. He began to sing ‘Twinkle, twinkle.’
 8. Alice was the third witness.
 9. ‘All people more than a mile high must leave the court.’
 10. Alice woke up on the riverbank, next to her sister.

B. 1.T     2. F     3. T     4. F     5. F     6. T     7. F     8. T     9. F     10. F

C. 1. throne     2. chains     3. trumpet     4. wig     5. jurors     6. witness     7. teacup     8. tarts     
9. temper     10. court 

D. 1.b     2. d     3.c      4. b     5. b     6. a     7.c      8. b     9. a     10. d

E. 1. on     2. in     3. at     4. about     5. over     6. before     7. down     8. into     9. out     10. onto

F. 1. middle     2. verdict     3. larger     4. trembling     5. denied     6. witness     7. carry     8. snore     
9. anger     10. riverbank

G. nervous – confident; sell – buy; finish – begin; shout – whisper; asleep – awake

H. 1. knave     2. throne     3. trumpet     4. middle     5. trial     6. court     7. twelve

I. In a court: witness, verdict, judge, jury
 Things people wear on their heads: hat, wig, crown 
 Food and drink: tart, milk, tea, bread

J. 1. d     2. b     3. d     4. a     5. c     6. c     7. d     8. b     9. d     10. a

K. 1. went     2. were     3. began     4. haven’t      5.leave

L. 1. comfortable     2. meaning     3. accusation     4. confusion      5. asleep


